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London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham 

SCHOOLS FORUM 

 12th July 2016 

OUTTURN 2015/16 

Report of the Director of Finance & Resources – Dave McNamara 

Accountable Executive Director Clare Chamberlain – Executive Director Children’s Services 

Report Author: 

Remi Oladapo – 3BM 

Contact Details: 
Tel: 020 (8753 3404) 

E-mail: (davemcnamara@lbhfgovuk) 

Executive Summary:  

To note the outturn position and General Fund commitments 

 

1. Introduction 

 

1.1. This report sets out the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) outturn for the financial year 

2015/16 to 31st March 2016. The School balances reported are taken from the consistent 

financial reporting (CFR) data provided by schools to the Education Funding Agency 

(EFA) and is shown in Appendix 1 which will be distributed during the meeting.# 

 

1.2. Table 1 shows details of the final DSG allocation for the period ended 31st March 2016. 

Final DSG Allocation 2015/16 

 

Gross 
Funding £m 

Recoupment 
£m 

Net  DSG 
£m 

Notional Schools Block 103.01 48.41 54.6 

Early Years 12.58 0 12.58 

High Needs Block 19 2.557 16.443 

NQT 0.02 0 0.02 

Reduction in Copyright 
Licencing Adjustment  

  
-0.091 

Total 134.61 50.967 83.552 
 

1.3. The authority’s final DSG allocation for 2015/16 was £134m and a total of £50.97m was 

deducted by the EFA to fund converter academies. There was also a deduction for 

copyright licencing which left the authority with a net DSG of £83.55m.  £5.28m reserves 

were brought forward from 2014/15 as previously advised making a total of £88.8m 

available to be spent on schools and centrally retained services.   This also enabled us 

to start 2015/16 with confidence that we had sufficient reserves to manage the 

challenges of High Needs sending over the coming years as part of a phased 

programme of controlling that spending.  This is subject to a separate report on the 

agenda. 
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2. Spending in 2015/16 

 

2.1. Early Years  

 

2.1.1. £12.3m was spent in the Early Years block against a budget of £12.3m, with minor 

variations 

 

2.2. Schools Block 

 

2.2.1. There was an underspend of £168k reported in the notional schools block in 2015/16. 

This was due to large variances in the centrally retained school planned maintenance 

budgets mainly due to the £700k committed prudential borrowing charges for the school 

windows programme which was expected but deferred to 2016/17. £447k more spent on 

the school growth fund than was allowed for. It is worth noting that included in this blocks 

underspend is the £240k maternity payments for schools which will be paid in 2016/17 

once the information becomes available on the new finance system.  

 

2.2.2. The total funding was £54.7m and spending against this was £54.591m outturn.  This 

was broadly in line with our expectations as we had held spending on the Revenue 

Maintenance fund to contribute to the Prudential Borrowing for the Windows replacement 

programme, which was slipped to 2016/17 (£700k) which was our broad expectation of 

the outturn in the schools block.  Although there were some further in year variances all 

these key ones are set out below, these include some which are simply classification 

aspects e.g. the charges are recorded in a different area for clarity of spend type  

 

2.2.3. Growth funding of £252k to Holy Cross and £142k to Flora Gardens and £50k to 

Saint John XXIII, some of which was previously provided for in the Primary Schools 

budget area hence the overspend and underspends. 

 

2.2.4. There overspend of £283k in the contingency area due to the need to release funding 

to schools with significant challenges in their roll numbers that required extra support, 

this school also took on and developed new SEN provision that created a further 

challenge on its resource levels. (this was intended to be covered through the further 

savings held in the Planned Maintenance Area 

 

2.2.5. The schools Maternity funding has not been released for 2015/16 and will need 

releasing to schools in 2016/17 once the final data is made available.  Schools are aware 

of the challenges that took place in 2015/16 in the area of payroll.  

 

3. High Needs Block 

 

3.1. The High Needs Block pressures will set out in a separate paper where the details of 

strategies to be taken to address this will be discussed with the forum.  The overspend 

that is attributed to this area in 2015/16 is £4.3m although there is the potential that 

some of the General Fund charges are linked into this area and these are being further 

investigated. 
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4. Conclusion 

 

4.1. We were expecting to draw against reserves to the tune of between £2.0 and £2.5m, if 

High Needs had maintained at the levels expected during 20165/16 this would have 

been achieved, however the additional spending in that area created greater pressure 

than was expected and just over £4m had to be drawn against the reserves of £5.2m 

brought forward leaving circa £1m carry forward to 2016/17. 

 

Table 2 - DSG OUTTURN 2015/16 

    DSG Budget Outturn Variance 

Early Years Block 

Private and Voluntary Sector  3,346,444 3,346,444 0 

Maintained Sector  8,509,156 8,516,340 7,184 

Early Years Pupil Premium 270,000 270,000 0 

Subtotal  12,125,600 12,132,785 7,185 

 General Fund Services 205,244 205,244 0 

Block Total  12,330,844 12,338,029 7,185 

          

Notional Schools 
Block 

Primary Schools  43,159,850 43,159,850 0 

Secondary School  6,770,115 6,716,641 -53,474 

Trade Union, Contingency and 
Schools Facing Challenging 
Circumstances 

456,298 739,840 283,542 

Maternity 240,000 0 -240,000 

Growth Fund for Schools 120,296 567,772 447,476 

Planned Maintenance  1,435,200 392,685 -1,042,515 

Subtotal  52,181,759 51,576,788 -604,971 

General Fund 2,577,413 3,013,933 436,520 

Block Total 54,759,172 54,590,721 -168,451 

          

High Needs Block 

Core Funding 15,061,082 19,663,840 4,602,758 

General Fund 1,401,000 1,230,242 -170,758 

Block Total 16,462,082 20,894,082 4,432,000 

Total DSG    83,552,098 87,822,832 4,270,734 

 

4.2. Looking forward into 2016/17 and beyond there is not expected to be any changes in the 

level of committed general fund spend to the early years and notional schools block 

which is £450k and £2.75m. 

 

4.3. There is also the £1.435m planned maintenance budget of which £700k is committed to 

fund the prudential borrowing of the windows programmed for maintained schools and 

the remained for life cycle costs and other essential capital works to ensure the buildings 

are kept in good conditions to ensure there is no disruption of teaching and learning. 
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4.4. These levels of expenditure are considered necessary to support functions that benefit 

schools in Hammersmith & Fulham 

 

4.5. However the EFA, as a prelude to the National Funding Formula are undertaking an 

analysis of central expenditure. The concern is that the EFA will first reclassify and then 

reduce items of expenditure classified as Central Schools Block expenditure. The council 

is keen to do what it can to ensure that this funding is not lost to schools in Hammersmith 

& Fulham 

 

5. Recommendation 

 

5.1. Forum approves the commitments of these central DSG spend beyond 2016/17? 

 

5.2. Forum instructs officers to discuss with the EFA the appropriate classification of 

expenditure with the EFA to ensure that funding remains available for schools in 

Hammersmith & Fulham. 
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